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3 Posizioni indicati

San San Restaurant
"China Town"
The classy and lavish The Westin Grand Frankfurt , offers a variety of
cuisines to its guests, San San Restaurant being one of its themed
restaurants. The décor is punctuated with elegance and exudes warmth. It
attempts to re-create China, right in Frankfurt. After a conference or
shopping, satiate those hunger pangs with Chinese delicacies. You can
savor authentic dishes, flavored with fresh and traditional spices. Speedy
and hassle-free service, further add to the dining experience.

by avlxyz

+49 69 9139 9050

www.westingrandfrankfur
t.com/en/restaurants-andbar

grandfrankfurt@westin.co
m

Konrad Adenauer Straße 7,
The Westin Grand Frankfurt,
Francoforte

Dim Sum House
"Dim Sums & Asian BBQ"

by Calgary Reviews

The Dim Sum House is home to a wide variety of dim sums, on the Vilbeler
Straße. Offering plenty of choices it charges a fair price for its delectable
offerings. The Har Gau dim sums, with a shrimp filling come highly
recommended. Also on offer are a number of other Chinese and Asian
dishes like Hong Kong-style grilled pork and grilled duck. The kitchens use
authentic recipes and fresh, local ingredients and the service here resorts
to a friendly demeanour, while not compromising on efficiency.

+49 69 4609 7881

Vilbeler Strasse 27, Francoforte

Jade Asian Food
"Fantastic Asian Cuisine"

by Wok to Walk International,
S.L.

+49 69 2427 9986

Jade is a quaint little place on the block serving great Asian dishes. This
restaurant is not much in terms of ambiance but they certainly make up
for that in their food. Simple decor contrasts with the highly flavorful food
and the fabulous service that you experience here. They pay a lot of
attention to details and their emphasis is on wok dishes with a special
section of dumplings and dim sums.
Moselstrasse 18, Francoforte
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